Background: Courtship behavior in Drosophila has been causally linked to the activity of the heterogeneous set of w1500 neurons that express the sex-specific transcripts of the fruitless (fru) gene, but we currently lack an appreciation of the cellular diversity within this population, the extent to which these cells are sexually dimorphic, and how they might be organized into functional circuits. Results: We used genetic methods to define 100 distinct classes of fru neuron, which we compiled into a digital 3D atlas at cellular resolution. We determined the polarity of many of these neurons and computed their likely patterns of connectivity, thereby assembling them into a neural circuit that extends from sensory input to motor output. The cellular organization of this circuit reveals neuronal pathways in the brain that are likely to integrate multiple sensory cues from other flies and to issue descending control signals to motor circuits in the thoracic ganglia. We identified 11 anatomical dimorphisms within this circuit: neurons that are male specific, are more numerous in males than females, or have distinct arborization patterns in males and females. Conclusions: The cellular organization of the fru circuit suggests how multiple distinct sensory cues are integrated in the fly's brain to drive sex-specific courtship behavior. We propose that sensory processing and motor control are mediated through circuits that are largely similar in males and females. Sex-specific behavior may instead arise through dimorphic circuits in the brain and nerve cord that differentially couple sensory input to motor output.
Introduction
To understand the biophysical basis of an animal behavior, one must first identify the relevant neuronal types and understand how they are organized into functional circuits. Here we set out to systematically identify and characterize the set of neurons that contribute to male courtship behavior in Drosophila melanogaster. As an innate adaptive behavior that involves multimodal sensory integration, learning through experience, and the timely execution of discrete motor steps, male courtship behavior in Drosophila serves as an excellent model for complex animal behavior more generally [1] . Being a robust behavior displayed by a genetically tractable organism, it is particularly amenable to a systematic attempt at reverse engineering.
The neural circuit that generates courtship behavior is set up by the sex-specific splicing of fruitless (fru) and doublesex (dsx) [2] [3] [4] . Both fru and dsx contribute to the sexual differentiation of the nervous system, but it is primarily fru that couples courtship behavior to sexual identity. Genetic males that lack the male-specific fru isoforms (fru M ) are anatomically male yet barely court [2, 3, 5, 6] , whereas females engineered to produce fru M are anatomically female but court other females [6] . In contrast, dsx M is neither strictly essential nor sufficient for courtship [7, 8] . Accordingly, we focus our attention here on the set of neurons that expresses the sex-specific fru transcripts, hereafter referred to as the fru neurons.
The fru neurons comprise a set of w1500 neurons distributed in discrete clusters scattered throughout the nervous system [9] [10] [11] [12] . The activity of these neurons as a whole has been causally linked to male courtship behavior [10, 11, 13] ; however, specific behavioral or physiological functions have been assigned to only a small subset of these neurons. These include the detection and processing of volatile pheromones [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , the conditioning of courtship behavior [11, 19] , and its coordinated [20] and sex-specific [12] execution. Sexual dimorphisms have been documented in a handful of the fru neurons [10, 12, 18, [21] [22] [23] , although only one of these has thus far been linked to a behavioral difference between males and females [12] . Specific fru neurons have also been implicated in sex-specific aggressive behaviors [24] [25] [26] , as has the fru gene itself [27] . Collectively, these studies have led to the hypothesis that each of the distinct types of fru neuron may fulfill a specific function within a neural circuit that drives the fly's sex-specific social interactions with other flies [1] .
Although these studies have taken the analysis of courtship behavior down to the level of individual neurons, their explanatory power has been limited by the lack of any understanding as to how each of these neurons is integrated into the neural circuits that subserve courtship. Without knowing the overall structure of this circuit, it is difficult to hypothesize how individual neurons contribute to courtship behavior and how sexual dimorphisms in these circuits could give rise to the profoundly different behaviors of males and females. Here we provide this physical and conceptual framework. We genetically dissect the fru neurons into 100 distinct classes and examine how these neurons are organized at the cellular level, forming a circuit that extends from sensory input through to motor output. The cellular organization of the fru circuit suggests likely pathways for sensory processing, integration, and motor control in courtship behavior, as well as sexual dimorphisms at key nodes within this circuit that might explain why males court but females do not.
Results

Genetic Dissection Defines 100 Distinct Types of fru Neuron
We used intersectional methods ( Figure 1A ) to genetically dissect the w1500 fru neurons into smaller subsets that are anatomically, and presumably also functionally, distinct. We first inserted the coding sequence of FLP recombinase into the fru locus by homologous recombination ( Figure 1B) , creating a fru FLP allele that drives FLP-mediated recombination specifically in fru neurons ( Figure 1C ). Because the coding sequence of FLP recombinase replaces the entire S exon of fru, including its sex-specific splice sites, FLP expression is uncoupled from the sex determination pathway.
To test the specificity and efficiency of this fru FLP allele, we first used a pan-neuronal nsyb-GAL4 driver and a UAS> stop>nlacZ reporter to express nuclear b-galactosidase in all neurons in which FLP excises the transcriptional stop cassette (>stop>). We denote such an intersection between a GAL4 driver and fru FLP as GAL4 X fru. Most Fru M -positive neurons in the central nervous system of these nsyb X fru::nlacZ males were also positive for b-galactosidase activity, and vice versa ( Figure 1C) . Nonetheless, 13% of fru negative. These single-positive populations may represent cell types that express the sex-specific fru transcripts only transiently during development or at levels too low to drive efficient FLP-mediated recombination, respectively. fru FLP labeled slightly fewer cells in females than in males, but these were distributed in a very similar pattern throughout the nervous system ( Figure 1C) . We conclude that fru FLP labels most of pSP3   pSP4  pSP5   pMP1  pMP2  pMP3 pMP6   pMP7   pMP5   pMP4  pIP8   pIP7 pIP6   pIP3   pIP1  pIP2   MB   pSG2   pSG1   pIP4   pIP5   pIP9   aSP2 aSP1  aSP4 aSP5   aSP6  aSP7  aSP8  aSP9   aSP3   aSP11   aIP1   aIP2  aIP3   aSP10   aSP12   aSP13   aDT1   aDT2   aDT3  aDT4   aDT5  aDT6   aDT7   aSG2   aSG1   aSG3  aSG4  aSG5   aSG6   aDT8  aIP4   aIP5   vPR2   vPR1   vPR3   vPR4   vPR5   vPR6   vPR7   vPR8  vPR9   vMS1  vMS2   vMS3  vMS4  vMS5   vMS6   vMS7   vMS8  vMS9   vMT1   vAB1  vAB2   vMS10  vAB3   dMS1   dMS2   dMS3   dMS4  dMS5   dMS6   dMT1 dAB1   dAB2 dAB3 D E G F the neurons that express Fru M in males, as well as the homologous set of neurons in females. We refer to these neurons here as the fru neurons.
To genetically dissect the distinct types of fru neuron, we screened a collection of 1187 random GAL4 insertion lines and identified 363 that drove reproducible expression in some subset of these neurons (see Tables S1  and S2 available online) . We selected 131 lines with sparse labeling for further analysis. Collectively, these 131 GAL4 lines discriminate 100 distinct types of fru neuron, as defined by their unique morphology and the set of GAL4 lines that label them ( Figures 1D-1G ). We named these neuronal classes by extending and rationalizing current nomenclature, which is based on the positions of the cell bodies with respect to the body axes and the major regions of the brain and ventral nerve cord (VNC) [9, 12] (Supplemental Information and Table S1 ). Most of these neuronal classes were also identified by random cell labeling in a MARCM analysis using fru GAL4 , as reported in Cachero et al. ([28] , this issue of Current Biology) and in Table S2 . Some cell types, however, are unique to each study, reflecting the distinct drivers and labeling methods of the two complementary approaches.
A Digital Atlas of the fru Neurons
We compiled a digital atlas of these neurons by first aligning confocal images onto common reference templates using nonrigid image registration methods [29, 30] . For all samples, an nc82 counterstain was used to guide image registration. Specific neurons were labeled with either UAS>stop>mCD8-GFP, UAS>stop>tlacZ, UAS>stop>nsyb-GFP, or UAS>stop> Dscam17.1-GFP reporters. The membrane-tethered mCD8-GFP reporter is ideal for visualizing fine neuronal arborizations, whereas the tlacZ reporter provides particularly strong labeling of major neurites. The nsyb-GFP reporter visualizes presynaptic termini, and Dscam17.1-GFP is enriched in dendrites, thus providing information on neuronal polarity.
In total, we acquired 3911 confocal images, of which 2514 were successfully registered against the corresponding reference template. We were able to define cell body positions for all 100 classes of fru neuron, projections for 94 classes, arborizations for 58 classes, and polarity for 46 classes. The workflow for extracting neuronal features is shown in Figure S1 . Figures S2 and S3 provide a catalog of images for all 100 neuronal classes for both sexes, including projections of confocal images and the segmented representations and masked images.
The location and morphology of each type of neuron was described with respect to standard brain regions, as well as to specific structures we defined based on the most prominent regions of fru + innervation in the central nervous system (CNS; Figures 2B-2G ). The most striking of these regions is the lateral protocerebral complex. This is a particularly dense network of fru + fibers that surrounds the mushroom body peduncle in the protocerebrum ( Figure 2B ) and that we subdivide into the ring, the lateral crescent, the lateral junction, and the bilateral arch ( Figure 2E ). Another dense region of fru + innervation in the brain surrounds the esophagus and is referred to here as the tritocerebral loop ( Figure 2D ). Within the VNC, fru + fibers form a triangular-shaped structure between the dorsal proand mesothoracic ganglia, which we call the mesothoracic triangle ( Figures 2F and 2G ).
Mapping the fru Circuit
The digital representation of neuronal arborizations in our 3D atlas provided a means to assess the potential connectivity between each pair of fru neurons. Spatial overlap of axonal and dendritic arborizations is not sufficient for the formation of a synaptic connection, but it is a prerequisite. Evidence from mammalian cortices [31, 32] suggests that the number of functional synapses for a given neuronal type can be estimated as a fraction of observed presynaptic sites, a method derived from Peter's rule [33] . For each pair of neurons in the brain and VNC with a defined arborization, we thus calculated the fraction of each neuron's arborization volume that coincides with that of the other neuron. These data predict a high degree of interconnectivity between the various classes of fru neuron ( Figures 3A and 3B ). Many of these potential connections were clustered in the regions of dense fru + innervation defined above ( Figures 2B-2G) , particularly in the lateral protocerebral complex, tritocerebral loop, and mesothoracic triangle. These regions are predicted to be highly interconnected to each other and to many other regions of the brain and VNC.
By combining the projection, polarity, and potential connectivity data compiled in our 3D atlas, we constructed a wiring diagram for the fru circuit at cellular resolution (Figure 3C ). This diagram revealed neural pathways for sensory processing, multimodal sensory integration, and motor control, which we describe in more detail below. We then compare the male and female fru circuits, identifying key nodes that might contribute to sexually dimorphic information processing.
Sensory Processing
Two distinct classes of olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) are consistently labeled by fru FLP (Figures 4A and 4B): (1) those that express the odorant receptor Or67d and (2) those that express Or47b. The Or67d neurons respond to the male sex pheromone cVA [14] [15] [16] , which suppresses courtship [34] , whereas Or47b neurons respond to an unknown fly odor [16] that may stimulate courtship [35] . These two OSNs connect in the antennal lobe glomeruli DA1 and VA1v, respectively [36] [37] [38] , to olfactory projection neurons (PNs) [17] that are also labeled by fru FLP ( Figure 4A ). These PNs project to the mushroom body (MB) calyx and the lateral horn (LH [39, 40] ; Figures 4A and 4B) .
Within the LH, the fru PNs (aDT3) segregate to an anterior ventral region proposed to be a site of integration of volatile pheromone signals [18, 30] . We identified three distinct classes of fru neuron in the LH with dendritic arborizations that overlap with the axonal termini of the fru PNs: aSP5, aSP8, and aSP9 ( Figures 4A and 4B) . The axons of all three of these neuronal types project to the lateral protocerebral complex, targeting distinct regions within this structure. The aSP5 and aSP8 neurons form bilateral projections across the arch; aSP9 is ipsilateral.
Specific fru neurons are also found in the initial processing centers for other sensory modalities and, analogous to the fru olfactory pathways, also appear to form neural pathways that converge upon the lateral protocerebral complex. For example, Johnston's organ neurons (JONs) on the antenna mediate mechanosensation and audition. A subset of JONs responds to courtship song and innervates a specific region of the antennal mechanosensory motor complex (AMMC) in the brain [41, 42] . This region of the AMMC is innervated by both fru JONs and candidate fru auditory projection neurons, aDT5 neurons that target the ventral ring region of the lateral protocerebral complex ( Figures 4C and 4D ). At least three classes of visual projection neuron are also labeled by fru, including pIP3, which also targets the ventral ring ( Figures 4E  and 4F ). Additional sensory inputs may reach the brain through ascending fru + pathways from the VNC, including those arising from gustatory and/or mechanosensory neurons on the legs and genitalia ( Figures 4G and 4H ). These pathways are relayed through the subesophageal ganglion (SOG), where ascending fru fibers overlap extensively with the dendritic fields of the fru aDT2 (also known as mAL [21] ) and aDT6. The axons of aDT2 and aDT6 neurons project to the lateral junction and arch regions of the lateral protocerebral complex, respectively.
Sensory Integration
The convergence of multiple fru sensory pathways on the lateral protocerebral complex suggests that this is a major site for the integration of discrete olfactory, gustatory, visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli originating from other flies ( Figures  5A and 5B). The various regions targeted by these sensory inputs are further interconnected through at least six classes of fru neuron intrinsic to the lateral protocerebral complex ( Figure 5C ).
Output pathways from the lateral protocerebral complex include at least two classes of fru neuron that descend from the ring to the VNC, as discussed in more detail below ( Figures  5A and 5D ). Another output pathway consists of a possible relay via the fru neurons aSP12 and aSP13 to the MB gamma lobe neurons ( Figure 5D ). These MB gamma neurons, also labeled by fru, are thought to mediate the experience-dependent suppression of inappropriate courtship [11, 19] . Thus, signals emanating from the lateral protocerebral complex may act on motor circuits in the VNC to trigger and coordinate ongoing courtship activity, as well as on MB circuits to modulate future courtship activity.
Motor Control
Previous studies have noted the existence of fru + fibers descending from the brain to the VNC [13] , but the identities of these neurons and their input and output regions have not been defined. We can now identify at least four, and possibly six, distinct classes of fru descending neuron. The best characterized of these are pMP2, pIP1, aSP3, and aDT8 ( Figures  6A and 6B) . Two of these neurons, pMP2 and pIP1, are output pathways from the lateral protocerebral complex.
The pMP2 neuron appears to obtain its input primarily from the medial parts of the ring and the lateral junction, and it has output in the SOG and in most ganglia of the VNC ( Figure 6B ). Within the VNC, pMP2 innervates the mesothoracic triangle. This region also contains a fru motor neuron, vMS2, which innervates the direct flight muscles (Figure 6C ), critical for song production [43, 44] , and probably also aggressive wing displays. The limited overlap of the pMP2 presynaptic termini and vMS2 dendrites suggests that they are unlikely to be synaptic partners. They are, however, potentially linked through at least two local interneurons, vPR6 and dMS2 ( Figure 6C ). We also identified an ascending neuron, vPR1, that has similar projections to pMP2 but with reversed polarity, suggesting that it may deliver feedback signals up to the medial ring ( Figure 6B ; Figure S3 ). We hypothesize that these and other fru neurons in the mesothoracic ganglion are critical elements in the control and production of the courtship song.
Sexual Dimorphisms
The distinct mating and aggressive displays of males and females are likely to reflect sexual dimorphisms in the fru neurons that subserve these behaviors. However, initial studies did not reveal any striking sex differences in these neurons at the gross anatomical level [10, 11] . Having constructed a digital atlas of the fru circuit at cellular resolution, we could now revisit this issue with greatly improved accuracy and resolution.
We first reexamined the overall organization of fru neurons of males and females, exploiting the greater accuracy afforded by our digital atlas. Overlaying average images of the male and female CNS in which all fru neurons were labeled confirmed the impression from earlier studies [10, 11] that the overall arrangement of fru neuron cell bodies is surprisingly similar in males and females ( Figure S5 ). Nonetheless, several regions of the brain and VNC clearly had more fru neurons in males than females, most notably in the pars intercerebralis, posterior lateral protocerebrum, pro-and metathoracic ganglia, and abdominal ganglion ( Figure S5 ). These differences were even more pronounced within the neuropil, with several regions of fru innervation distinctly larger in males, in particular the lateral protocerebral complex and the metathoracic triangle (Figure S6) . Most of these differences are due to fru M function, because female-like morphology was observed in fru F males and male-like morphology in fru M females ( Figure S6 ). To determine the cellular basis of these dimorphisms, we overlaid the registered images of each of the distinct classes of fru neuron. This analysis confirmed three of the previously described cellular dimorphisms [12, 21, 23] and revealed at least eight new ones (Table 1 ). Sex differences previously noted in the fine arborizations of fru OSNs in the antennal lobe [10] and of fru PNs in the lateral horn [18] were below the resolution of our study. In total, we can now define morphological sex differences for 11 classes of fru neuron, including neurons with dimorphic arborization patterns and neurons that are fewer in number or even absent in females (Table 1; Figure 7 ; Figure S7 ).
As a general rule, neurons that are present in both sexes but have dimorphic arborizations tend to lie within circuits for early sensory processing or motor pattern generation, whereas sex-specific neurons are primarily components of the higher-order circuits that we postulate to function in sensory integration and premotor control ( Figure 7A ). Among the latter are the male-specific pMP4 (P1) neurons [12] , as well as aSP1 and aSP2, which are more numerous in males. All of these neurons are intrinsic to the lateral protocerebral complex. Additionally, the aSP4 and aSP6 neurons, also intrinsic to this structure, have both male-and female-specific arborizations. Collectively, these sexually dimorphic neurons may account for the distinct shape and size of the lateral protocerebral complex in males and females and likely also reflect functional differences in sensory integration. Finally, and most strikingly, the descending pMP2 neurons appear to be male specific, as are their ascending counterparts, the vPR1 neurons. We never observed either of these neurons in females. The absence of pMP2 and vPR1 in females is particularly notable because these two neurons link the proposed site of sensory integration in the brain with the putative motor circuits for wing movement in the VNC. The lack of these neurons in females may be one reason why females normally do not sing, even though they evidently possess thoracic circuits capable of song generation [13] .
Discussion
Some 1500 neurons in the fly's nervous system express the sex-specific transcripts of the fru gene. These fru neurons are believed to play a critical role in generating sexually dimorphic behavioral responses to other flies, including courtship and aggression. Although it is unclear what fraction of the fru neurons is involved in these behaviors, the few fru neurons that have been functionally characterized to date could indeed be assigned distinct roles in courtship or aggression [12, 15, 20, 22, 26] . Here we have genetically subdivided the majority of these neurons into 100 distinct neuronal types, as defined by their unique morphology and the combination of GAL4 lines that they express. We infer that these morphologically and genetically distinct neuronal classes are also functionally distinct. Some of these are still heterogeneous cell groupings that will in future be further subdivided. A few cell types are represented by large numbers of cells, such as the w300 mushroom body gamma neurons, but most consist of just a few individual neurons. This very low level of cellular redundancy may be a general feature of the insect nervous system, reflecting evolutionary pressure to implement relatively sophisticated cognitive abilities in a nervous system with minimal demands for space and energy, as constrained by the insect body plan and lifestyle [45] .
By dramatically pruning the dense network of fru + fibers in the brain, our intersectional approach made it possible to trace out the cellular components of the fru circuit and compile them into a digital 3D atlas. Being able to repeatedly visualize the same neurons in different individuals in a common reference system further allowed us to assess their polarity, to construct average representations of their arborization volumes, to compute their potential interconnectivity, and to reliably assess any sex differences. These data provide constraints and predictions to the pattern of connections between the distinct neuronal types, which in future can be verified by higher-resolution anatomical and functional studies. Nonetheless, even at this level of analysis, we can infer likely pathways of neural information processing that underlie sexually dimorphic social behaviors. Although our goal in this study was to use fixed samples to define the cellular neuroanatomy of the fru circuit, the same approach should be equally powerful in experiments using genetically encoded reporters to image neuronal activity or target specific neurons for electrical recordings and thereby test these functional predictions.
The core of the fru circuit in the brain is the structure we have termed the lateral protocerebral complex. This region is enriched in fru projections and, we believe, is where multiple sensory inputs are integrated and discrete motor actions are selected and coordinated. We hypothesize that the principal inputs to the lateral protocerebral complex are the olfactory, gustatory, visual, auditory, and tactile signals that collectively inform these higher-order circuits of the presence, nature, and actions of other flies. We further hypothesize that these external inputs arrive through dedicated sensory channels that are themselves part of the fru circuit.
The lateral protocerebral complex is also strongly interconnected with both the dorsal medial protocerebrum and the mushroom body. The dorsal medial protocerebrum contains numerous neurosecretory cells, including, for example, the SIFamide-expressing cells that appear to exert a profound influence on the animal's readiness to mate [46] . The mushroom body is a well-known center for odor memory formation and is a point of convergence of olfactory signals and reinforcement signals from dopaminergic and octopaminergic neurons. Through its connections to these two areas, the lateral protocerebral complex may further integrate the various external stimuli with internally generated signals that report the animal's current physiological state and its prior social experience.
Outputs from computations performed in the central brain may be conveyed to motor circuits in the VNC through the fru + descending interneurons we have identified here. At least one of these collects inputs from the lateral protocerebral complex and has its outputs in the mesothoracic ganglion, thought to contain the central pattern generators [13] that produce the wing displays and vibrations that accompany courtship and aggression.
How do the fru neurons differ between the sexes, and how might these differences explain the distinct social behaviors of males and females? At the cellular level, it is becoming apparent that many of the fru neurons are structurally dimorphic, although it is still surprising how few of them differ overtly between the sexes. The nature and location of cellular dimorphisms suggest that sensory processing and motor pattern generation rely on circuits that differ very little between the sexes, whereas higher-order ''decision-making'' circuits that evaluate multiple inputs and select appropriate actions differ dramatically between the sexes. A similar organization is found in songbirds, in which the brain circuits needed for song learning and performance are considerably larger in males than are the homologous regions in females [47, 48] . A rather different view has been proposed for sexual behavior in mice, which has been suggested to rely on functionally equivalent brain circuits in males and females that are activated in a sex-specific manner by olfactory signals [49] . Testing these ideas further awaits functional studies of individual dimorphic fru neurons. Consistent with this view, however, is the finding that masculinization of a single class of neuron intrinsic to the lateral protocerebral complex-the pMP4 (P1) neuron-is sufficient to generate low levels of courtship behavior in otherwise normal females [12] . Conversely, studies of selected dimorphisms in more peripheral regions of the fru circuit suggest that these regions may have a lesspronounced effect on the generation of sex-specific behavior. For example, the physiological responses of fru olfactory OSNs and PNs to the male sex pheromone cVA are indistinguishable in males and females [18] , and photoactivation of the fru neurons in the thoracic ganglia triggers unilateral wing extension and vibration in both sexes [13] . These data suggest that the neural pathways for pheromone processing and song generation are present in both sexes but are not functionally linked in females as they are in males. In this regard, it is particularly intriguing to note that a descending pathway from the lateral protocerebral complex to the mesothoracic complex, the pMP2 neuron, as well as its ascending counterpart, the vPR1 neuron, are both absent in females.
Structure is the key to understanding function. Just as a static protein structure can provide deep insight into the dynamic events that underlie a biochemical activity, our cellular atlas of the fru circuit reveals the overall organization and possible operating principles of a complex neural circuit. The stage is now set for physiological experiments that will ultimately elucidate how sexually dimorphic information processing within this circuit generates adaptive social behaviors.
Experimental Procedures
Fly Strains
The fru FLP allele was generated by homologous recombination in a manner analogous to the previous generation of fru GAL4 [10] . The FLP-in UAS reporter construct contains a cassette with two tandem transcription termination sequences (SV40 and a1-tubulin) flanked by FRT sites [10] . UAS>stop>tlacZ is a P element insertion on chromosome III; UAS>stop> mCD8-GFP, UAS>stop>Dscam17.1-EGFP, UAS>stop>nSyb-GFP, and UAS>stop>nlacZ are fC31 insertions into an attP landing site on chromosome II (VIE-19a, unpublished data). We used the tshirt-GAL80 transgene to suppress GAL4 expression in the VNC. The majority of the GAL4 lines were obtained from Ulrike Heberlein (University of California, San Francisco), http://www.flytrap.org, and the Drosophila Genetics Resource Centre, Japan. The flies used for imaging are heterozygous for fru FLP , UAS> stop>marker, and GAL4. One functional copy of fru is retained, which is sufficient for normal sexual differentiation of the nervous system.
Immunostaining
Brain and VNCs were dissected at 4-5 days after eclosion in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBST (PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100) for 20-30 min at 20 C-25 C. After washing in PBST, the tissues were blocked in 10% normal goat serum in PBST for a minimum of 2 hr. The primary antibody and secondary antibody were incubated for 48-72 hr at 4 C, with an overnight wash at 4 C between the primary and secondary antibody incubations. After the secondary incubation, samples were washed overnight at 4 C and for a further 6 hr at room temperature before mounting in Vectashield (VectaLabs). Long incubation times were necessary to ensure homogenous staining, which is crucial for successful registration. Antibodies used were: rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP (1: 6000, Torri Pines), mouse nc82 (1:20, Hybridoma Bank), mouse monoclonal anti-b-Gal (1:1000, Promega), rabbit polyclonal anti-bGal (1:3000, Cappelle) preabsorbed with w 1118 embryos, rabbit antiFru M (1:6000, [10] ), and secondary Alexa-488, -568, -633, -647 antibodies (1:500 or 1:1000, Invitrogen).
Confocal Microscopy
Tissues were scanned using a Zeiss LSM 510 with a 253 objective with immersion oil (Zeiss Multi Immersion Plan NeoFluar 253/0.8). On average, five samples were imaged for each GAL4 line. Images were taken at 768 3 768 pixels and 165 slices at 1 mm intervals. A macro plug-in was used to automate the scanning process to scan multiple slides. Cell numbers were counted from cell bodies using the Spot Counter function in Imaris (Bitplane).
Registration
Nonrigid registration [30] was performed without any preprocessing of the raw image other than inversions and/or rotations to match the template. The templates were made by registering a selection of neuropil images (64 brains and 58 VNCs) against seed neuropil images (4 brains and 3 VNCs). The seed image that had the most successfully registered images was used to generate the template by averaging the registered images (45 brains and 44 VNCs) from that seed image. Registration was verified manually in ImageJ by superimposing the neuropil channel of the registered image against the template. A registered image was judged to be successful if its internal and external anatomical features, including neuropil boundaries and tracts, matched the template. Registration success rate was 64.3% (2514 out of 3911 images).
Image Processing and Segmentation
A schematic of the image processing workflow is shown in Figure S1 . After registration, some images were processed to reduce noise using the remove outlier or background subtraction function in ImageJ. Amira (Visage Imaging) was used to segment the location of the cell bodies and arborizations from single or averaged images of each GAL4 line. The cell body regions are representations of the typical location of a type of neuron and were segmented from an average GAL4 image. Average images were generated from a minimum of two registered images using the merge function in Amira. A Sobel edge-detection filter was sometimes used to better define arborization boundaries before segmentation. The arbors were segmented using the segmentation editor in Amira. The neural projections were traced from individual images using the skeletonizer plug-in for Amira [50] . The diameter of the neuron was fitted according to signal intensity. Images were generated in Amira using the volume-rendering function or in ImageJ as maximum projections.
Visualization Software A visualization interface was designed to display the large amount of data generated. The rendering engine used to visualize volume, surface, and geometry data was adapted from VolumeShop [51] . A custom interface, which we named BrainGazer, was created to easily select and view data of interest from a database containing registered image data and processed image objects. The locations of cell bodies and arborizations were visualized as surfaces, neural projection as geometries, and image data as volumes. BrainGazer 1.0 is provided together with a data package on request.
type is labeled with nsyb-GFP (magenta) and the other with Dscam17.1-GFP (green). GAL4 lines used for images in (B) were: antenna, nsyb-GAL4; PN, GH146; MB, 11-32; aSP5, 9-189; aSP8, 9-10; aSP9, NP111; OSN, 11-32; OSN-PN, 11-32, tshirt-GAL4, and Mz19; PN-MB, Mz19 and 11-32; PN-aSP5, Mz19 and 9-189; PN-aSP8, Mz19 and 9-10; PN and aSP9, Mz19 and NP111. (G and H) Ascending pathways. GAL4 lines used for images in (H) were: leg and genitalia, peb-GAL4; vAB3, pox9-1-6; aDT2, 9-168; aDT6, p52a; leg-vAB3, 11-58 and pox9-1-6; vAB3-aDT2, pox9-1-6 and p52a; vAB3-aDT6, pox9-1-6 and 9-189. All samples are male. All images show signal extracted from single registered confocal images, which are overlaid. Scale bars represent 100 mm (central brain) and 25 mm (enlarged regions).
Potential Connectivity
We calculated the extent of volume overlap between each of the two arborizations and expressed this as a percentage of the volume of each original arborization. Where the polarity of the respective neurons was known, we considered only pairs of pre-and postsynaptic arborizations. To prepare images showing these overlaps, we imaged samples stained with the nsyb-GFP and Dscam17.1-GFP markers, respectively, with the same confocal settings, then registered and overlaid them. If these markers (B) Input neurons labeled with mCD8-GFP (top) and nsyb-GFP (magenta) and Dscam17.1-GFP (green) (bottom). Maximum-intensity projections are shown with the lateral protocerebral complex outlined in white. GAL4 lines used were: aSP5, 9-189; aSP8, 9-10; aSP9, NP111; aDT5, NP2643 and NP4734; pIP3, NP111; aDT2, 9-189; aDT6, p52a. Images are masked to show the relevant regions, except aSP8 and aDT5. (C) Intrinsic neurons of the lateral protocerebral complex. GAL4 lines used were: pIP5 and pIP6, 12-5; pMP4, NP2631; aSP1, NP111; aSP2, OK371; aSP4, TH-GAL4; aSP6, tshirt-GAL4. aSP1 is masked to show the relevant regions. (D) Output neurons from the lateral protocerebral complex. GAL4 lines used were: pMP2, NP4784; pIP1, 9-161 tshirt-GAL80 and NP3018; aSP12, p52a; aSP13, Mz19. aSP12 is masked to show the relevant regions. Rightmost panels show spatial overlap of aSP12 presynaptic sites and aSP13 dendrites. All samples are male. All images show signal extracted from single registered confocal images, which are overlaid. Scale bars represent 50 mm in all but central brain (100 mm) and enlarged region (25 mm) in (D).
were not reliably detected, polarity of an arborization was recorded as undefined.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes seven figures and two tables and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2010.08.025. (B) Descending and ascending neurons labeled with mCD8-GFP. Images were extracted from registered confocal stacks with masks covering the appropriate regions. GAL4 lines used were: pMP2, NP4784; pIP1, 11-32 tshirt-GAL80; aSP3, NP4448 tshirt-GAL80; aDT8, NP111 tshirt-GAL80; vPR1, NP37 tshirt-GAL80. Expression of GAL80 under the tshirt promoter suppresses labeling of most cells in the VNC, allowing easier visualization of descending fibers. (C) Neurons in the mesothoracic triangle, including colocalization of axonal termini of the descending neuron pMP2 and the dendritic arbors of local interneurons vPR6 and dMS2, as well as axonal termini of vPR6 and dMS2 overlaid with the central arborization of the vMS2 motor neuron. vMS2 innervates a direct flight muscle (bottom right). GAL4 lines used were: vPR6, NP5266; dMS2, 2-13; pMP2, NP4794; vMS2, NP2062 and 8-44. All samples are male. All images are extracted from single registered confocal images. Scale bars represent 100 mm (central brain, VNC, and muscle preparation) and 20 mm (enlarged regions in C). Cell numbers were counted per hemisphere. The left and right hemispheres for each animal were counted individually and then averaged. n denotes number of hemispheres; ND denotes not determined. Arrows indicate sex-specific arborizations. Images for aDT2, aSP2, aSP4, pMP2, pMP4, vPR1, and foreleg (LAN1) are projections of original images, whereas aSP1, aSP6, vPR6, and the male VNC image of vAB3 are masked to show the relevant regions. GAL4 lines used were: aSP2, OK371; aDT2, 9-189; pMP4, NP2631; aSP4, TH-GAL4; pMP2, NP4784; vPR1, NP37 tshirt-GAL80; foreleg, peb-GAL4; aSP1, NP111; aSP6, tshirt-GAL4; vPR6, NP5266; vAB3, pox9-1-6. Scale bars represent 100 mm.
